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important pollinators and seed dispersers for numerous fruits, 
cacti, and other plants—all of which would disappear without 
the bat species they depend on.
 “Bats lead us to the best opportunities to protect nature any-
where in the world,” said Mike Daulton, executive director of BCI.
 A collaborative and data-driven nonpro t organization, BCI’s 
work is largely funded by grants and relies heavily on the aligned 
goals of both federal and regional land management organiza-
tions, such as the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). BCI’s 
sta  of about 30 employees works on preserving 35 critically 
endangered bat species, 3 of which are found in the continental 
United States.
 As part of an ongoing project that started more than 10 years 
ago, BCI has been working with BLM to survey thousands of aban-
doned mines across the western United States to determine which 
ones o er the best bat habitat. BCI sta  members are speci cally 
trained and quali ed to safely enter and assess abandoned mines, 
which present unique hazards and should not be entered by the 
public. After evaluating the conditions inside a mine, BCI employ-
ees learn if and how bats use the mine so they can recommend 
speci c actions BLM can take to allow bats to thrive there, such as 
installing gates that discourage human entry.
 “A big part of our work is to survey abandoned mines so that 
we can recommend appropriate action,” said Priyesh Patel, geo-
spatial products and data manager at BCI. “We’re contracted to 
do this for many public land agencies, including the BLM.”

Where the Bats Go
To Locate Potential Habitats in Abandoned Mines,
Organization Employs a High-Accuracy GIS-Based Workflow

Caves hold a special place in human history. Once a common 
home for people, caves today have become a destination for hik-
ers, spelunkers, and other hobbyists. But they’re also used by an-
other set of residents: bats.
 Unlike humans, who have mostly abandoned their long-term 
leases on caves, bats today thrive in certain subterranean envi-
ronments. And in a twist of fate, society has created a new type of 
sanctuary for bats: abandoned mines.
 Not all old mines make great bat homes, though. Bats require 
a particularly ideal combination of moisture, temperature, lack of 
predators, and other factors. Only a choice subselection of aban-
doned mines allows bats to thrive.
 at’s where Bat Conservation International (BCI) comes in. 
For 40 years, the organization has worked to prevent the extinc-
tion of bats by protecting their habitats. And now, thanks to a new 
high-accuracy mobile work ow based on GIS, BCI can locate and 
safeguard bat-friendly mines more precisely than ever before.

To Protect Bats, BCI Surveys Abandoned Mines
ere are more than 1,400 species of bats all over the world, and 

although they are critical to the ecosystems in which they live, 
bats are among the world’s most vulnerable wildlife.
 In much of the United States, bats are essential to control-
ling insect populations—their primary prey—and even consume 
crop pests in large quantities, reducing the need for large-scale 
pesticide use. In many other parts of the world, bats serve as 

 Mines follow a common vein of ore, so the extent of an 
underground mine can be vast. BCI veri ed the area of this 

underground mine—depicted in red—using lidar data,  
Arrow 100 GNSS receivers, ArcGIS Collector, and ArcGIS Pro.

 Web maps and dashboards built by Bat Conservation 
International (BCI) make it easy to see the status of each 
of the mines that mobile crews inspected.
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 In the past, BLM and its regional partners provided BCI with
the locations of abandoned mines as either shape�les or in
spreadsheets. BCI would then load this data into ArcGIS Pro to
create web maps. Mobile crews could use the web maps to visit
and record the conditions at each mine.
 But recently, BLM asked BCI to create its own inventory of 
abandoned mines for a project in New Mexico. Patel, who leads 
BCI’s geospatial work, had to create an entirely new work�ow
for this.

The Process of Finding and Safeguarding Bat Habitats
First, Patel used a topographic map of public lands from the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) to try to determine known 
entrances to abandoned mines. After spotting patterns in the maps
that indicate probable mine entrances, Patel used ArcGIS Pro to 
digitize these openings into points. To supplement his topographic 
map detective work, Patel also referenced satellite imagery, which 
allowed him to identify more potential mine locations.
 �e next step was to visit and verify the mines. Patel knew his 
mobile crew would need submeter accuracy to do this because 
abandoned mines often have multiple entrances located close 
together.
 “Some mines are clustered together because they follow a 
common vein of ore,” Patel said. “Due to this clustering, it’s actually
not that uncommon to have two or more mine openings that 
connect a few feet in. Using cell phone GPS, [which] is often o� by 
several feet and sometimes up to 20 meters,…wouldn’t result in 
accurate mapping of features, especially when in a cluster. �is 
caused us to realize that we needed to verify each unique mine 
opening within a few feet.”
 Patel purchased two Arrow 100 Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) receivers from Esri partner Eos Positioning
Systems to use for data collection along with ArcGIS Collector and 
ArcGIS Survey123. �e Arrow 100 allowed Patel’s crew members
to navigate precisely to the points he had digitized and either
verify, reject, or update the mine locations. If crew members 
deemed a point valid, they then used Collector to create the �nal 
inventory of the mines, and Survey123 to record rich attribute
data for each mine, including its temperature, humidity
measurements, and whether crew members detected insect
parts or guano (bat droppings).
 From this data, Patel can easily run a query on the mines BCI 
crews have visited to determine which ones constitute excellent, 
good, moderate, and poor bat habitats. Using ArcGIS Online, Patel 
also created web maps and dashboards that visually display this 
data so anyone can see the status of each mine.
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What It’s Like to Enter the Subterranean 
Environment Bats Call Home
By Jason Corbett, Director of Habitat Protection and Restoration, 
Bat Conservation International

Editor’s note: Not many people know what it’s like to enter a cave looking for 
bats. It’s a special slice of the world. Here, Jason Corbett, Bat Conservation 
International’s (BCI) director of habitat protection and restoration, describes what 
it feels like to descend into a potential underground bat habitat.

Approaching the entrance, there are so many thoughts whirling through my mind.
 First and foremost, I’m keeping an eye out for any snakes, which enjoy sunning 
themselves on the jumble of limestone rocks surrounding the small black hole 
I’m about to enter.
 A palpable tingle of excitement hits me as I lower myself down. The rock I’m 
using is sharp and very grippy, which allows me excellent purchase from where I 
can stare directly into this seemingly endless blackness.
 I let my eyes adjust. Now level with the entrance, I notice a gentle breath 
coming from the earth. I was expecting the air to be dank and unpleasant. 
Instead, it is cool and rich, earthy and loamy, even fragrant—akin to a handful 
of garden soil teeming with life. The coolness of the air contains a hint of 
dampness, and the tiny ferns and spray of mosses on the rock here attest to a 
life-giving moisture.
 Just two feet behind me, where moments ago I stood, the environment is hot 
and dry—inhospitable to most life.
 In front of me, however, the utter visual blackness of this hole complements 
the silence I hear, the nothingness carried forth on the cave’s breath as it hits me. 
No sound greets me. No drip, drip, drip of water; no � utter of wings; no squeak 
of a rodent; and no chirp of a bird. It is black, cool, still, silent, and unknown. It’s 
the type of place only a particular species could thrive in.
 At this moment, I feel invited to enter.

 Any mine designated an excellent, good, or even moderate 
habitat for bats is recommended for long-term protection, trig-
gering action by BCI’s land management partners. � is often 
means protecting the mine from human interference, usually 
by erecting barriers that close o�  the mine entrances—espe-
cially for mine openings that are near roads.
 “� at simple gesture can lower disturbance and help pro-
vide bats with an undisturbed environment in which they can 
thrive,” said Patel.

Early Successes Give Hope for the Future
So far, Patel and his team have veri� ed the locations of 785 mining-
related features in New Mexico using their high-accuracy mobile 
surveys. Of these, about half—or 308 features—have been fully 
surveyed. Out of those 308 surveyed locations, only 8 show signs 
of being live bat habitats. � at in itself emphasizes how di�  cult 
and critical it is for bats to thrive in unprotected areas.
 Initial feedback from BLM has been positive. Patel hopes 
that in addition to recommending meaningful closures to ideal 
mines, BCI sta�  members will be able to revisit the mines years 
from now to determine if the closures have had a positive im-
pact on bat populations.
 “I hope that one day we can [return] to monitor the area and 
see if this work has helped to improve bat habitat,” said Patel.
 In the meantime, BCI has expanded its high-accuracy mo-
bile mapping work� ow to assess raptor nests related to mine 
closure work in southeastern Utah. � e team is also using the 
Arrow 100 GNSS receivers with ArcGIS Field Maps to georefer-
ence point clouds, taken with terrestrial lidar, that don’t have 
built-in GPS capabilities.
 “It’s been fun experimenting with what is possible,” said Patel. 
“Our goal is to get us to the point where land managers can look 
at data from afar and make good decisions based on the data.”
 For more information about BCI, visit batcon.org.

 BCI crew members used 
Arrow 100 Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) 
receivers from Eos Positioning 
Systems, along with ArcGIS 
Collector and ArcGIS 
Survey123, to validate potential 
mine entrances.

 By the end of the project, all the mines BCI had inventoried � t into six distinct geographic 
regions, represented on this map by different colors.

 Abandoned mines now serve as habitats for bats. But 
not all abandoned mines have the ideal mix of moisture, 

temperature, and lack of predators for bats to thrive.

 Mobile crews from BCI visited mines in New Mexico 
to determine whether they might be bat habitats.


